
Our Democratic "story" begins .... 

America's government system is described as the

Democratic Republic. So, it is no surprise, that 3 Oaks is

hosting Elections for Student Council. Many of the

students are running and everyone is excited to see the

results.

It's election day. Elections are not being held.  Instead ...

they are canceled! The applicants were few .. very few and

now each applicant has a spot on Student Council. 

At first, we thought there would be a debate between

Derek Roque and Zaki Hutchinson as Vice President.

However, when Zaki ascertained who was running for

what position, he decided to take the vacant office of

Secretary to bequeath Derek the VP spot.

The Wood

3 Oaks Times

Democracy Strikes
Again!

Upcoming Events

9/21-28 Student Path
Design  - Parent
Meetings
10/8-9 Service
Learning Days
(Teacher Planning)

Some of Our Favorite
Quotes

"Who controls the past controls the future.
Who controls the present controls the
past." - George Orwell 

"When given the choice between being
right and being kind, choose kind." - Dr
Wayne W Dyer" 

"The best way to predict your future is to
create it" - Abraham Lincoln

"The future belongs to those who believe
in the beauty of their dreams" - Eleanor
Roosevelt 
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If you have any questions, please contact 

Pam Baker (239) 316-6348 or the 

News Crew at NewsCrew@3OaksAcademy.com
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(Before applications for Student Council results)

(After applicaion submissions ... )



Video Game Lost
This week, students completed a digital

escape room for a Team Building exercise.

Zaki, David, and Evan finished first, but

only by a small amount of time as Brooke,

Landon and Ethan were only seconds

behind. 

      

Team building is a way for students to learn

to effectively work together on fun

activities. It helps to strengthen the

relationships between students, which is

essential, especially for small schools.

      

The digital escape room consisted of

puzzles with your goal of escaping a video

game after being trapped inside. Students

had to solve a jigsaw puzzle, decipher

quotes, and answer other questions and

riddles related to the puzzles.

Dem. Strikes. cont. 
These results are quite ironic, you see, most of
this newsletter has been designed and written
by Zaki Hutchinson, Secretary, Derek Roque,
VP, and Brooke Pyburn, Pres. Notice a trend
here? 3 Oaks is essentially regulated by three
people, controlling the media, the government,
and even finance, thanks David, our new
Treasurer. What was once a democratic
enterprise has now been won over by a
dictator/big brother vibe. 

The lesson learned here is to have enough
willing students running for office. The lack
thereof created a classic storm for potential
corruption. Mind you; this term is for all year-
long, for both jobs; so ... enjoy the thrilling ride
3 Oaks!
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High School and Middle School students
deciphering a quote in a digital escape room.

Students Designing Their Path and Purpose in Education



Puzzles and Games

Phew! It’s been a busy two weeks around 3 Oaks
Academy! With the Student Council, the biweekly

Newsletter, and exploring new topics every day, I think I
can speak for every fellow high schooler and say that

there is so much planned as we are moving through the
school year!  Each week, I plan to write about a highlight

of the past two weeks, and for this newsletter, I’m sure
that most students would not be surprised that our

roleplay assignment will be my main feature!  

As we progressed in our understanding of the
Reconstruction Era, Ms. Pam asked us to create our own

character from that time and then take a stance on
several arguments that occurred for the newly freed
slaves.  The first several debates started out slow and

honestly, we were not in character, whatsoever. However,
Ms. Pam came to our rescue and explained that around
this era discussions were very heated and controversial,

which is how we needed to act for each argument.
Needless to say, shortly after we started up again with a
new approach, the debates became very animated (I’m
sure Chris can attest to this)! We made progress in our
solutions for each situation we were given. Overall, we
had a great two weeks, and I hope for more roleplay in

the future!

AdsAdsAds
Yes, we're taking ad submissions,

hit us up, at

NewsCrew@3oaksacademy.com

Send us png or jpg only. Ads are

only for election candidates &

propaganda, student events

(basketball game/ballet etc.),

student projects and filler text,

like this one you're reading right

now. And don't worry, if needed,

this space can become bigger. 
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Students Designing Their Path and Purpose in Education



Every school needs specific things in order to be

successful and 3 Oaks Academy is no exception to this

important aspect of education. As expert teachers, we

have the ability to implement what works best in

education, we're able to meet our students needs in the

classroom, and we're able to provide your child with an

exceptional learning experience. Unfortunately, we

cannot be truly impactful, if we don't have parental

support and guidance; therefore, we would like to

implement a Parent Advisory Committee (PAC). 

Laura Born, has agreed to be the contact person for PAC.

As an administrator here at 3 Oaks, I believe parents need

an option to help us become an even stronger academic

family without feeling like they are stepping on teacher's

toes. We need parent involvement to grow and

strengthen into the being the best school in SWFL. Please

reach out to Laura at (239)253-1341 if you are interested

in participating in this committee.  Your input is valuable

to us! 

Parent Advisory Committee ... Are You
            Interested?

The Tutelage Trunks

Are you smarter than a
3 Oaks Student?
(Parents Only!)
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Need a hint?  

Smarter than a 3Oaks Student: We're not giving you the answers! Send
us your closest attempt at NewsCrew@3oaksacademy.com, whoever is  
the closest will be announced next issue and your student can earn a

fun prize! (Submissions due 27th)“If you work on something a little
bit every day, you end up with
something that is massive.” –

Kenneth Goldsmith

Using the
integers 1 to 10

at most one
time each, fill

in the boxes so
that the result
is closest to 0.

What does closest to 0 mean? 

What does this tell you about the fraction in the
numerator and the fraction in the denominator?



Over the past two weeks we have been working on Ratio’s.
The students have created a Google slide on their dream car
such as  Lamborghini, Volkswagen Minibus, Jeep Wrangler ,
and a 1966 Ford Bronco. They have been using ratios to find
how much their car would cost, and how to figure in the
costing a loan. Students experienced calculating the cost of
insurance, gas prices, registration and plates. 

In Reading, we are applying close reading in our classroom
while learning how to inference when understanding a text.
We also are learning how to cite information when giving an
opinion.

Next, In Science we are learning about the elements of the
earth. Can you name the four elements of the earth?
 
Lastly, in History we are learning how Mount Rushmore got
its name and the importance of this American monument.
Can you name the four presidents that are sculptured on
Mount Rushmore?

All of your answers can be sent to our Editors at:
newscrew@3oaksacademy.com  

What has middle school been
up too?

The Rings

Do you know how to make

Elephant toothpaste? Learning is

bubbling over in Middle School.

Zane was the teacher while the

students watched the creation of

energy by combining yeast and

dish soap.

Middle School Science
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Outdoor Education

Camping is fun no matter

where you pitch a tent. Middle

school is learning how to set up

a tent and relax, in a shady spot,

provided by the tree canopy in

a hammock. When was the last

time you enjoyed the comfort

of a cool breeze on your cheek

in a hammock?  3 Oaks

Academy is all about hands-on

learning.   

Landon and Khloe helping to
put up the tent.

Maison and Khloe, who is in the
hammock.



Landon Dumas
Landon Dumas is a Middle School Student at 3
Oaks Academy. His favorite subject is Math.
Landon enjoys the freedom of flexible seating,
He likes to sit back and relax in a bean bag chair
while finishing assignments. Landon's favorite
activity from the past two weeks of school was
learning about ratios, doing Minecraft Coding
and making rice crispy treats, especially since
Landon had to find the correct ratios of
ingredients to scale the serving amount up or
down.

3 Oaks' New Students!

Puzzlemania 
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Riddles

1.) What begins with an “e” and only contains one letter?

1.) An Envelope

2.) What five-letter word becomes shorter when you add two letters to it?

2.) Short

3.) What kind of band never plays music?

3.) A rubber band

Khloe Rodriguez
Khloe Rodrigues is a Middle School Student at
3 Oaks Academy. Khloe, the only girl in
middle school, is on the move, full of sunshine
and ready to learn every day. She enjoys doing
art and her favorite book series is Junie B
Jones. Khloe's sister Hailey, one of our high
school students, just smiles and says "that's
Khloe" whenever Khloe is showing her social
side.  

Brooke Pyburn
Brooke Pyburn is a High School Student at 3
Oaks Academy. Brooke's favorite activities from
the past 2 weeks include the Reconstruction Era
Role Play and and the Florida Man Zombie
Project.  Her favorite subjects are English and
Chemistry. As a new student this year, she enjoys
every aspect of the welcoming 3 Oaks Academy
environment and the teachers and students
inside.


